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Article abstract
Lucien Goldmann died in October 1970 in Paris. Considering his main writings,
Gilbert Tarrab tries in this article to show the important contribution of this
prolific author to the sociology of literature and of theater. Goldmann indeed
was the first to introduce the concepts of " mental category ", " internal
coherence of a work", " world view ", and " genetic structure " - concepts which
he tried to operationalize during his life. In effect, all his writings attempt to
find the encompassing structure (both historical and sociological) in which the
internal structure of the studied work seems incorporated during a specific
social époque. His analyses proceed from two primordial movements :
understand the work (examine its internal structures) and explain it (show
how the work is incorporated in the encompassing socio-economic structure).
The author of this article wanted to show this dialectic and this logic with the
greatest clarity possible.
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